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In verifying the equivalence of the familiar triad: (1) the Axiom of

Choice, (2) Zermelo's well-ordering theorem, and (3) the Maximum

Principle, the only difficulties that arise lie in deriving (2) and (3)

from (1). The two constructions of Zermelo [3], [4] provide deriva-

tions of (2) from (1), and it is not hard to see that the second of

Zermelo's proofs can be modified so as to show that (1) also implies

(3) (see, for instance [2, §16]). For reasons of economy and symmetry

it is desirable to isolate the common features of these two derivations.

The purpose of this note is to indicate how a single elementary con-

struction can be used to prepare the way for both at once. Let X be

a nonempty, partially ordered set with the property that every non-

empty, simply ordered subset J oi X has a supremum sup J in X,

and suppose given a mapping/:X—*X with the property that/(x) =ix

for every x in X. We shall say that a subset A of A is an/-tower if (i)

f(K)EK, and if (ii) whenever J is a nonempty, simply ordered subset

of K we have sup JEK. Our main result is then as follows.

Lemma. // X and f are as stated, then there exist well-ordered f-towers.

Indeed, for each element x of X there exists a well-ordered f-tower con-

taining x.

This result, which does not itself require the Axiom of Choice, and

for which a proof can readily be modeled after [2, loc. cit], is obtained

by crossing Zermelo's construction [4] with a lemma due to Bourbaki

(see below), and contains essentially nothing new. Its advantage lies

in the fact that it leads to the desired results with optimum efficiency.

In the first place, we have

Theorem 1 (Bourbaki [l, p. 37]). Under the same hypotheses as

those of the lemma, f possesses a fixed point.

Proof. Let if be a nonempty, simply ordered /-tower. Then

5 = sup KEK, and therefore/(s) £=s.

Next, getting down to business, we have

Theorem 2 (Zermelo [3], [4]). The Axiom of Choice implies the

well-ordering theorem.

Proof. (This is precisely Zermelo's second argument [4].) Let A
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be a set. Using a choice function, it is easy to assign to each subset E

of A (Et*-A) a distinguished element c(E) of the complement A\E.

Then

fiE) =EU {<;(£)},       E*A,

= A, E = A

defines a map with the property F(E)Z)E on the system 9C of all

subsets E of A, and by the lemma there exists a well-ordered nest X

of subsets that begins with 0 and that is an /-tower (with respect

to £). Since X must end with a fixed point of/, we have ^4£3C and

therefore, for each a£^4, there exists a smallest set ££3C such that

aEE. Denote this set by £(a), and define a to be ^b when and only

when E(a)EE(b). Using the fact that X is well ordered, it is easy to

see that the mapping a—>E(a) is one-one, and hence that ^ well

orders A.

Theorem 3. The Axiom of Choice implies the Maximum Principle.

Proof. It suffices to show that any partially ordered set X contains

a maximal simply ordered subset. Suppose the contrary. Then, using

a choice function, we may assign to each simply ordered subset J of

X a simply ordered subset c(J) such that c(7)D7 and c(J)y^J. Since

the system $ of all simply ordered subsets of X satisfies the hypotheses

of the lemma, this contradicts Theorem 1.
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